Guidelines on prohibited objects of Blomming
This document has been translated into English for your reading convenience. The
original version in Italian is the only one that is authentic and is applied

As a seller on the Blomming website, it is your responsibility to ensure that you and
your products comply with all local, national and international regulations, as well as
the Blomming policies applicable to your products.
Projectmoon Srl si riserva il diritto di valutare a propria discrezione l’idoneità di un’offerta. Nel caso in
Projectmoon Srl reserves the right to assess the suitability of an offer at its own discretion. In the
event that the content of a product page or an offer is deemed prohibited or inappropriate,
Projectmoon Srl reserves the right to make decisions regarding the adequacy of the product sold and
remove it at any time without notice.
Please take a moment to familiarize yourself with some examples of prohibited products:
●
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●

●

Pornography: the sale of pornography, X movies, homemade pornography, hardcore
material, magazines included, showing explicit sexual acts, amateur pornographic
material, used underwear, sex toys and other adult products for sale in adult stores or
erotic boutiques is not allowed. Erotic videos and DVDs without classification and duly
censored works of art are allowed, as well as magazines that can be found in a common
library. Any product that contains nude images, titles or descriptions and sexually explicit
scenes must be appropriately censored including strips that hide items that are not
allowed.
Offensive material: what we consider offensive is probably what you can expect it to be.
This concept concerns various elements such as photographs of crime scenes or organs
and parts of the human body. Projectmoon Srl reserves the right to determine if the items
sold on the site are adequate. Furthermore, our users must be aware of the cultural
differences and different sensitivities of other users. Products that may be acceptable in
one country may be unacceptable in another. We ask you to consider our entire global
customer community.
Illegal products: all sellers are required to ensure that the products offered for sale on
Projectmoon Srl and their marketing are carried out in compliance with all the legal
requirements provided by the applicable legislation. The sale of products that can be
used to create illegal products or to carry out illegal activities is prohibited. It is also
forbidden to promote or encourage the use of its products on the Blomming site illegally
or prohibited.
Stolen products: it is forbidden to sell stolen products on Blomming. Projectmoon Srl
reserves the right to remove the stolen products or products that constitute the product or
the profit of a crime or other illegal activity.
Articles in violation of third party personal or privacy rights: Projectmoon Srl
considers personal privacy to be of utmost importance. The images of third parties,
including famous people, or their names, cannot be used for commercial purposes
without the consent of the interested party or his representative. For example, in the
absence of the consent of the interested party, it is forbidden to use the image or name
of the person as a testimonial of a product or on promotional products such as posters,
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mouse pads, watches, etc. The publication of content or the sale of products that violate
the privacy of third parties is prohibited.
Manuals with solutions: the sale of manuals or editions for professors containing
answers and solutions is prohibited.
Copies: the sale of copies, translated or dubbed versions, recordings and other
unauthorized reproduction of books, music, videos, software, images, etc. is prohibited
just as it is not allowed to sell a photocopied book without the author's consent, the sale
of copies or duplicates of videos, music, video games, software, photos, etc. Similarly,
the sale of data copied from one format to another (for example from a Laserdisc to a
video, from a CD-ROM to a cassette, or from the Internet to any digital format) is
prohibited unless the author does not give its explicit consent.
Multimedia products in a promotional version: the sale through Blomming of films,
CDs, software, books, etc., created and distributed for promotional use (including copies
not intended for the public and drafts or unmodified models) is prohibited.
Video games: video games on sale on blomming must be in full and fit for sale. Illegal
copies and reproductions of video games are prohibited. The sale of mod chips, silver
disks, video game emulators, Sega boot disks, game enhancers, unauthorized
compilations, combined sales and unauthorized accessories is also prohibited.
Software: the sale of reproduced or duplicated software in any format is prohibited.
Unauthorized reproductions of academic software are also prohibited, with OEM license,
back-up, management, promotional, beta (pre-distribution), freeware / shareware and
shared licenses for military software and recovery disks.
Movies: the sale of unauthorized copies and reproductions of films in any format (for
example in VHS format, DVD etc.) is prohibited. The sale of films transferred from one
format to another is prohibited (unless it was made by the owner of the rights). For
example, conversions from NTSC to Pal and vice versa are not allowed unless they are
done by the rights owner. Finally, the sale of copies of films, screeners and trailers not
yet available on the market, screenplays not yet published or unauthorized (without
ISBNs), electronic press reviews and other unauthorized scenic material is prohibited.
Television programs: the sale of unauthorized copies of television programs (including
pay-per-view programs), programs never broadcast, screenplays, scenic material and
screener / previews / trailers is prohibited.
Music: the sale of music transferred from any format to another is prohibited. The sale of
unauthorized reproductions, live concert recordings, audio recordings and unauthorized
merchandising, etc. is also prohibited.
Counterfeit products: the products sold on Blomming must be authentic. The sale of
counterfeit products, illegally reproduced or marketed in violation of the industrial and
intellectual property rights of third parties is prohibited.

